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Abstract—Vehicular communication channels are intrinsically
non-stationary, as they present high mobility and abundant dy-
namic scatterers. Quasi-stationary regions can assess the degree
of non-stationarity within a determined scenario and time variant
observation of the channel can be extracted. These regions can
aid geometrical models as to increase channel sampling intervals
or to develop hybrid stochastic-geometric channel models. In this
work, a new methodology for the use of virtual quasi-stationary
regions within geometric channel models is proposed, in order to
leverage the inherent location information to virtually increase
their size. Overall, the use of delay-shifted channel responses
improves the mean correlation coefficient between consecutive
locations, ultimately reducing computation time for time-variant
geometric channel models.

Index Terms—Non-stationarity, 3D Ray-Launching, correla-
tion matrix, quasi-stationarity regions, geometric channel models,
V2X.

I. INTRODUCTION

EFFICIENT and reliable vehicular communications is
of utmost significance within Intelligent Transportation

Systems (ITS), as the practical use of these networks will
improve by several orders the security and capabilities of
the transportation infrastructure as we know it nowadays.
One characteristic that may not be always fulfilled for a
vehicular channel is the wide-sense stationary and uncorrelated
scattering (WSSUS) assumption. Although in the past this
assumption has proven very useful, the extreme conditions in
vehicular communication (V2X) channels and the adoption
of higher carrier frequencies like millimeter wave (mmWave)
may predict erroneous statistics with this simplification. In the
literature, it has been widely referenced that this assumption is
only valid for a short period of time and frequencies [1]–[4].
On top of this simplified depiction of the wireless channel,
many important algorithms rely on the use of second-order
statistics to set functionalities and parameters [5]. Due to this
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non-WSS behavior of V2X channels, a method to obtain the
statistics needed is to estimate the quasi-stationary regions
(QSRs) where the channel is considered to be similar enough
that the statistics can be assumed to be stationary within
them. In this regard, some methods as to how to assess
the degree of non-stationarity have been put forward, where
most of them revolve around correlation metrics and spectral
divergences typically applied to the power-delay-profile (PDP),
shadow fading, local scattering function (LSF), or some other
time/location evolutionary channel characteristic. Some of
these methods are well tailored to multiple-input-multiple-
output (MIMO) systems like the correlation matrix distance
(CMD) found in [6]–[8] , and for single-input-single-output
(SISO) systems, power correlation methods are a frequent
choice [9]–[11]. Another utility for the QSRs comes in the
form of deterministic simulation sampling for non-stationary
conditions. Geometrical deterministic models usually have
to sample transceivers’ position as low as 1⁄2 wavelength
in Monte Carlo simulations in order to replicate movement.
This is especially true in deterministic models like Ray Trac-
ing/Launching (RT/L) where the number of simulations as well
as the corresponding computational cost can be intractable
or unmanageable when considering mmWave simulations in
dynamic conditions for complex outdoor high-dense hetero-
geneous scenarios. In this sense, acceleration schemes have
been proposed, from the hardware standpoint using GPU
acceleration [12], software based on smart tracing [13] or ray
selection criteria [14]. In some cases, interesting applications
like real-time RT for directional characteristics estimations
of the channel has been proposed [15], although still highly
computationally intensive. In the case of spatial sampling,
acceleration techniques have been proposed based on quasi
stationary distances [11], [16], reducing the number of simu-
lations needed by increasing the spatial sampling distances to
accelerate the RT simulations of a vehicular environment. In
general, the use of QSRs within deterministic models can aid
not only in the sampling interval but also can be the integration
point with hybrid models, that can use the quasi-stationarity
condition to fill the blanks with a stochastic channel response
generator. In this context, QSRs can leverage the advantages
of a deterministic setup, in which the complete discrete geo-
metrical information is known, and therefore, it can be used
to virtually increase QSRs in the simulator, for optimization
purposes. Following this approach, in this work, a further step
is proposed, introducing a novel technique for the use of virtual
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QSRs (vQSRs) within deterministic channel simulators with
delay-shifted channel responses. The delay shift is distance
dependent and can always be recovered by leveraging the coor-
dinate system within deterministic methods. This modification
can increase the correlation between distance/time lags of the
PDPs, and consequently, significantly reduce simulation cost.
The proposed method can be generalized for all geometric
deterministic approaches.

The remaining parts of this letter are organized as follows:
Section II describes the methodology to virtually enhance
QSRs within geometric channel models. Section III describes
the 3D-RL implementation as well as the considered generic
scenario. Results and discussion with the comparison of the
correlation matrices and mean correlation are outlined in
Section IV. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section V.

II. METHODOLOGY

V2X communication channel characteristics can change
considerably within a short period of time due to the move-
ment of the transceivers and/or the effective scatterers, ren-
dering it non-stationary. A correlation of the time-dependent
channel response power profile can be calculated, in order
to quantify the channel non-stationarity degree. In [10], a
definition of the temporal PDP correlation coefficient (TPCC)
for time lag representation is presented, but it can also be
translated to location and distance lag conditioned, which is
a representation of most utility for geometrical models. Using
a position-relative representation and a discretization of the
PDP, Equation (1) shows the position-indexed discrete TPCC.

ρ(i, j) =

∑N−1
n=0 (P (i, n∆τ) ∗ P (j, n∆τ))

max{
∑N−1

n=0 (P (i, n∆τ)2),
∑N−1

n=0 (P (j, n∆τ)2)}
(1)

Where ρ(i, j) is the correlation coefficient, i and j are
the position index of the receiver using ∆r as the unit of
displacement between consecutive positions, P (i/j, n∆τ) is
the average PDP (APDP) at the indexed position, and n is
the delay index from 0 to N − 1, where N is the maximum
delay cap of the model divided by the delay resolution ∆τ .
The APDP is obtained by averaging the instantaneous channel
response using a sliding window in the position indexed (can
also be translated to time) domain as follows:

P (i, n∆τ) =
1

W

i+W−1∑
i

|h(i, n∆τ)|2 (2)

Where W is the length of the sliding window, and h(i, n∆τ)
is the channel response at the indexed position. The correlation
approach of Equation (1) is strongly dependent on delay
interrelation within the correspondence delay bin. A mismatch
of nearly identical multi-path contribution can result in a
considerable decrease in the correlation coefficient, and as
a result a cease in the QSR condition. This delay drift of
the multi-path and the line-of-sight (LOS) contributions are
associated with the distance changes between the transceivers,
and from the perspective of geometric modeling the relative
locations of the transceivers are always known. Thus, the
distance dependent delay for LOS contributions has its lower

delay limit in the propagation time between transceivers as
follows:

τiLOS =
diLOS

c0
(3)

Where c0 is the speed of light in vacuum and diLOS is the
LOS distance. This information is already embedded in the
channel geometrical information and can be extracted from the
channel response at no information lost. Typically, geometric
models depict transceivers’ and scatterers’ positions using a
general coordinate reference, where relative distances can be
extracted for each location in the selected simulation. Fig. 1
shows a 3D cartesian framework where vectorized locations
for the transceivers are used.

Fig. 1: Schematic view of the 3D cartesian framework used to
designate the vectorized position of the transceivers.

Within this description of the coordinates, the relative
distance between transceivers can be obtained using Equation
(4).
diLOS = ||t2i − t1i||, where tki = [tkix tkiy tkiz]

T

(4)
Where || · || is the 2-norm and tki is the k−th transceiver’s

position at indexed instant/position i, in vector form. This LOS
distance can then be used to calculate the τiLOS delay in the
specific locations of the selected simulation and a new delay-
shifted channel response can be obtained. Assuming that is
a virtual depiction of the channel response, where the delay-
shift correction is within the channel geometrical information,
it can be named as a virtual channel response, represented
in Equation (5). A trace back to the real channel response is
position dependent and can be regain at any instant.

hv(i, n∆τ) = h(i, (n∆τ + τiLOS)) (5)

Overall, delay-shifted virtual responses maintain invariant
the scatterers distribution dispersions, taking into account a
constant displacement of the power profile. This change conse-
quently increases the correlation of power between consecutive
PDP, as it eliminates the drift of the distance dependent LOS
propagation delay for all components. The virtual channel
response from Equation (5) can be used for the APDP in
Equation (2) and furthermore in the TPCC in order to virtually
enhance real QSRs, increasing their size as new vQSRs,
without information lost. It must be remarked that this new
obtained vQSRs representation is only for simulation purposes
and it should not be interpreted as real QSR within the current
scenario. The main objective of the use of vQSRs is to remove
duplicated information within the modeling technique, that is
the distance dependent propagation delay, in order to increase
the correlation coefficient within consecutive locations (or
time). This increase in vQSRs can be used to enhance the
channel model sampling technique reducing computational
cost, or to develop new optimized hybrid stochastic-geometric
channel models, considering that for every use, ultimately, the
channel response must be corrected by inversing Equation (5).
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III. 3D-RL IMPLEMENTATION
The previous described methodology has been implemented

in an in-house developed deterministic RL algorithm in order
to analyze in deepness real QSR and their corresponding
increased vQSRs within a real generic vehicular scenario,
for simulation optimization purposes. The RL technique is a
geometry-based deterministic model (GBDM) which considers
the three-dimensional (3D) morphology and topology of the
complete scenario, as well as all the transceivers and scat-
terers within it, with their corresponding material properties
(conductivity and relative permittivity) at the selected system
operating frequency. Its principle is based on geometrical
optics (GO). To complement the GO theory, the diffracted
rays are introduced with the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction
(GTD) and its uniform extension called as the uniform GTD
(UTD). In addition, electromagnetic phenomena such as reflec-
tion, refraction or diffraction are considered as well. Finally,
parameters such as the operating frequency, number of ray
reflections, type of antenna, or angular and spatial resolution,
are established before simulation. Following this technique,
accurate large and small-scale parameters can be obtained for
all the spatial/volumetric locations of the considered scenario.
A detailed description of the 3D-RL algorithm can be found
in [17], [18], and its validation for complex vehicular envi-
ronments at the mmWave spectrum is presented in [19], [20].
In this work, the proposed methodology has been applied to
a generic complex urban high-dense vehicular scenario for
non-stationarity vQSR regions simulation validation purposes.
Nevertheless, this technique can be implemented to any par-
ticular scenario, without loss of generality and regardless the
geometric simulator used. Fig. 2 presents the schematic view
of the recreated scenario for simulation. It corresponds to a
central city avenue with two directions and a median with
inhomogeneous vegetation, surrounded by a 2 m sidewalk and
medium and high tall buildings on the sides. A high density
of vehicles has been considered, with a total of 18 vehicles
constantly driving along the road, emulating rush hour. The
transmitter (TX) has been placed as a road-side unit (RSU)
in the sidewalk at 2 m height and the receiver (RX) has
been considered just above the roof of the first vehicle on
the opposite road to the TX. Both locations as well as the
vehicle movement are depicted in Fig. 2. Following Ref. [3],
the unit of displacement ∆r in the movement’s direction has
been set as 10λ (approx. 0.1 m) and a sliding window of four
steps (40λ) has been used to calculate the APDPs in Equation
(2). Simulation parameters are presented in Table I.

TABLE I: 3D-RL SIMULATION SETUP PARAMETERS

Simulation Parameters Value
Frequency/Bandwidth 28 GHz/Carrier
TX/RX Antenna Type - Gain Omnidirectional-3 dBi
TX/RX Antenna Height 2 m/1.5 m
TX power/RX LNA 24 dBm/27 dBi
3D-RL Angle (ϕ, θ)/Delay ∆τ Resolution (0.5º, 1º)/2.5 ns
Number of reflections/Diffraction 4/Yes
Scenario Dimensions/Unit of displacement ∆r (50x68x17) m/0.1 m

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The correlation matrices for the receiving vehicle have been
calculated considering the real channel response and the virtual

Fig. 2: Schematic view of the considered urban scenario in the 3D-RL
algorithm, with the TX and RX locations and the vehicle movement
direction.

delay-shifted channel response, for evaluation purposes. Fig. 3
(left) shows the correlation matrix calculated from the original
channel response using Equation (1) and Fig. 3 (right) presents
the correlation matrix when the delay-shifted channel response
from Equation (5) is employed. Both correlation matrices
represent every location (434 ∆r) along the effective RX
trajectory (43.4 m) in the considered scenario.

Fig. 3: Correlation matrices calculated with the original channel
response (left) and with the delay-shifted channel response (right).

From Fig. 3, it is worth noting the symmetry effect that
arises from the scenario disposition. The TX is located center
stage, with equidistant positions for opposed vehicle locations
within the route. This behavior highlights the correlation
coefficient effect of delay-distance coherence between far-
off locations, upscale in mmWave bands, as most of the
energy contributions comes from LOS and first-order multi-
path propagation. This effect can also be evidenced at the
tail end of Fig. 5 (which is introduced later), with the mean
correlation versus distance lags. Overall, this relationship
is site-specific and determined by the considered scenario
distribution and its mostly LOS conditions prevalence, but for
other environments and scenarios can be radically different.
As seen from Fig. 3 (right), the broad correlation coefficient
has increased compared with the one in Fig. 3 (left). Further
distance lags can attain higher correlation as LOS component
are mostly aligned within the same bin resolution, and distance
drift has been removed from the channel response.

In order to visualize the delay-shift of the time-variant
APDP using the original or the virtual channel response,
Fig. 4 shows the time-variant APDP comparison for the last
13.4 m section of the trajectory, approximately 1.2 seconds.
From the non-shifted channel response, LOS component is
moving further away in delay time, as these are the last
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meters of the path. After LOS components, it can be observed
some strong contributions from distance consistent scatters,
following LOS drift. These distant-consistent scatters are other
traveling vehicles (constant 40 km/h velocity is used for all
vehicles) along the avenue, but they can also be different
recurrent scatters with relative constant distance to the RX.
The latter, and considering vehicular communications, can
also be surrounding street side buildings, as these elements
can contribute as mostly constant distance scatter from the
roadside TX point of view. Moreover, two strong non-distance
consistent contributions are also observed, one getting closer
to the RX and the other going away. These contributions can
be probably explained by the metallic fence, placed along
the roads. Overall, from the delay-shifted channel response
of Fig. 4, it is clearly observed that LOS components fall
within the first bins. Considering mmWave conditions, most of
the energy contributions comes from these components, sub-
sequently increasing the correlation coefficient. Furthermore,
distance-consistent contributions are also aligned within near
shifted delays as they follow the LOS drift, likewise adding to
the channel response correlation. Otherwise, as non-distance
consistent scatters do not drift in time parallel to the LOS,
they do not contribute with high impact to the new estimation
of the channel correlation coefficient.

Fig. 4: Time-variant APDP using the original (non-shifted) and the
virtual (delay-shifted) channel response.

Finally, the mean correlation coefficient versus distance
(although it can also be calculated in time) lag has been
calculated and presented in Fig. 5, considering the original
channel response and the delay-shifted channel response, al-
lowing QSR and vQSR comparison. The length of the region is
determined as the distance between full correlation coefficient
up to a threshold selection. Therefore, the threshold selection
is pivotal in order to determine precisely the characterization
criteria where quasi-stationarity is considered, and thus, the
length of the region. In this study, three of the most typically
used thresholds: 0.9, 0.8 and 0.7, have been considered to
assess the vQSR correlation increase under several threshold
selections [9], [16], [21].

There is an overall increase in the mean correlation coef-
ficient above the one computed from the non-shifted channel
response. For low lag distances this effect is not as noticeable
as for larger distances lags, due to the low time delay drifts that
occur within short distances lags. This was an expected result

Fig. 5: Linear distribution of the mean correlation coefficient versus
distance calculated with the original channel response and the delay-
shifted channel response in the considered scenario.

as the mean correlation coefficient for real channel responses
captures this slow drift of power contributions within the same
delay bin to assess channel QSR. For larger distance lags,
the decorrelation does not come from delay differences in the
channel response only, but mostly related to power decay/rise
and/or scatters distributions resulting in the appearance and
disappearance of multi-path contributions. The effect of the
tail of Fig. 5 is related with the symmetry effect shown in Fig.
3, which is site-specific and depends on the scatterers scenario
disposition. From the obtained results, the regions’ length
increases from 4∆r,6∆r, and 10∆r (equivalently to 0.4, 0.6,
and 1 m) for thresholds of 0.9, 0.8, and 0.7, respectively, in
the QSR case, to 5∆r,13∆r, and 38∆r (equivalently to 0.5,
1.3, and 3.8 m) for the same thresholds, in the vQSR case.
Overall, the increase in distance is noticeable, especially for
lower thresholds like 0.7 where less correlation restriction can
sum up to more than three times the distance. Table II shows a
summary of the selected mean correlation coefficients as well
as their corresponding vQSR increase and computational cost
decrease.
TABLE II: vQSR INCREASE AND COMPUTATIONAL COST
DECREASE

Mean QSR vQSR Length Computational
TPCC (in meters) (in meters) increase (%) decrease (%)

0.9 0.4 0.5 25 20
0.8 0.6 1.3 216.7 54
0.7 1 3.8 380 72

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, a new vQSR methodology within geometric
models is proposed for simulation optimization. The use of
delay-shifted channel responses based on LOS propagation
delay, can increase the mean correlation coefficient between
consecutive RX locations. The application of this specific
implementation in a generic complex urban vehicular scenario
gives rise to a 25, 216, and up to 380% vQSR increase
and a 20, 54 and 72% computational cost decrease, from
the original QSR, both considering the same thresholds of
0.9, 0.8, and 0.7 respectively. These results and the proposed
vQSR technique can aid in a simulation enhancement for time-
variant geometric channel models, as to be used for sampling
distances or for hybrid geometric-stochastic channel models,
ultimately reducing computational cost.
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